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Abstract: We know that Web Technology is evolving continuously day by day which helps media creators in marketing and 
distribution of media content. Even though these technologies help the creator and the users, it will also have a high chance of 
increasing pirated contents distribution and redistribution. As people have so many different ways to share and distribute the 
web content like Free Cloud Spaces , Social Networking Portals, Email, Drives, Chats etc., so finding or detecting these contents 
manually is a difficult and time consuming task. We can make use of concepts like ML and AI to fight piracy by using content 
monitoring solutions. In this paper, it have been explained that how we can use the different techniques of DM, AI and ML to 
search the web contents and identify piracy threats which must be managed in and efficient way. Using different web services 
and the concept of machine learning, the system will produce data of the searched contents of media with various information 
like IP Addresses, source of piracy, time, region, period etc. Also the system is going to store or find out the blacklisted and 
untrusted websites and webpages which in turn can be used by different Private Organizations or Government Agencies to get 
rid of the Piracy. 
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Data Mining, Information Extraction, Randomized Search, Supervised 
Learning, Data Cleaning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Artificial intelligence is an intelligence demonstrated by machines, in contrast to the natural intelligence displayed by humans and 
animals. Machine learning is a field of Artificial Intelligence in which it studies algorithms and different statistical models which 
can be used by machines or computers to perform tasks without explicit instructions. Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning 
can be used to fight piracy by using content monitoring solutions. Data mining is the process. It is used for discovering patterns in 
large data sets. Data mining techniques will be used to search the web for the media content and identify piracy threats. It will give 
data of searched media content. This data can be used by Private Organizations or Government Agencies to get rid of the Pirated 
content of the Web.  

II. RELATED WORK/SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
In the Working system or the Architecture, we have four modules Admin UI layer, Web Crawler, Central DB and Application layer. 
The Admin UI layer is responsible for the Admin and user Login. It also has the Data or the Database which is to be given to the 
Organizations or the Agencies. In the Web Crawler, it is used for searching web pages one by one by providing indexing, in this 
layer the DNS will be fetched and one by one parsed then contents will be searched in content DB. If the content is found in the 
content DB it is directly sorted as Blacklisted or Whitelisted and if the contains are not found in the Content DB then using AI and 
ML algorithm URL will be filtered, and after that it will be checked and then sorted as Blacklisted or Whitelisted. If the duplicate 
data is found then from the URL data set, duplicate data will be eliminated. In the Application layer list of Blacklisted and 
Whitelisted websites will be shown. In the central database, the websites IP Address with its location, domain will be stored and the 
website will be manually checked, from their websites will be categorized as Blacklisted and Whitelisted and accordingly statistics 
and reports will be generated and send to be Admin for further process. 
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A.  Modules 
1) Admin Module: It consists of mainly Reports. The report is generated from the updated database. It includes Black Listed 

Websites and White Listed Websites. The Admin Module is also responsible for managing users. 
2) Black Listed Websites: Black Listed Websites consists of mainly those sites which are not legal, and from which we can 

download the content illegally those websites are displayed in the Black Listed Websites. This will be the Module of which the 
contents will be sent to the Government Agencies or Piracy Protection Organizations. 

3) White Listed Websites: Those websites which are legal are the ones displayed under the White Listed Website. So, White Listed 
Websites consists of mainly those sites which are legal, and from which we can download the content legally. 

4) Database: The Database also saves the newly searched data and helps in fast processing. All the White Listed and Black Listed 
websites are stored in the database.  

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
A. Design Considerations 
1) LRU Page Replacement Algorithm: This algorithm goes well with the principle of locality. A page that has not been used for a 

long time is least likely to be referenced in the near future. The least recently used (LRU) replaces the page in memory that has 
been used for the longest period of. This algorithm can be implemented by maintaining the backward distance of each page. 
Whenever a page is referenced its backward distance is set to zero. Backward distance of other pages is incremented by 1. 
Replace the page in memory that has not to be used for the longest period of time. 

Algorithm: 
 Step 1: Read initial value i.e., number of frames, length of reference string and reference string. 
 Step 2: initialize array to -1, indicating that the frames are empty. 
 Step 3: change array size to 0, indicating it will be used for storing backward distance. 
 Step 4 : For each page reference i in the reference string, if i not in memory and frame=empty    then 
                   empty frame=i; 
                   else if 
                   i not in memory and frame!=empty then 
                   longest page distance= i; 
                   i=0; 
                   else if 
                   i in memory then 
                   i=0; 
                   else 
                   i for each page=1; 
    Step 5: display result. 
    Step 6: end. 
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IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
We have divided the implementation plan for proposed system in various set of activities which are needed to be carried out for 
successful implementation. 
A. Login Page 
 

 
 
B. Content Searching Page 
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C. Blacklisted contents showing Page 
 

 

V. RESULTS 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this System it is presented that how the problem of pirated contents can be solved using AI, ML and DM. It will be applicable in 
the implementation of large scale content monitoring system that can track and identify illegal distributed content on the web. The 
system will produce statistical report of media content with information of it such as location, time, IP Address, etc. using different 
web services and machine learning techniques. Also the system will be storing all the information regarding the blacklisted or the 
untrusted websites. In future we can use this data to analyse the previous searched blacklisted content and also, we can  work on 
handling huge and large amount of data set. 
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